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One of the basic links of the process of globalization are economic integrations. The aim of this paper is to systematize 
theoretical achievements and to review the forms, effects and conditions for connecting countries motivated by economic 
benefits. In addition to the theoretical review of the conceptual definition of economic integration, the focus is on the 
levels of economic integration from the free-trade zone to the monetary and fiscal union, explaining the specificity of 
each of the mentioned levels. Considering that the connection between countries always raises the question of the ben-
efits and costs of connection, the special emphasis in this paper is placed on the potential effects for free trade. Finally, 
the greatest contribution of this paper is the systematization and theoretical review of the theory of optimal currency 
area and monetary integration, which is especially significant for the European soil, taking into account the already 
established European Monetary Union.
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The perception of economic integration, and the 
interpretation of the effects of concrete integration 
depends on the level at which the integration itself 
takes place. Theoretically and empirically, several 
levels of integration are analyzed which, depend-
ing on the strength of the established connections 
between member states, and the degree of transfer 
of national competencies to the integration of the 
formed institution, give different results and effects 
reflected in the costs and benefits of integration. In 
order to form some kind of integration among coun-
tries, the countries of the integration process must 
be guided by some motives.
In modern economic integration, the most com-
mon integration motives are reflected in the result-
ing economic and political, usually, positive effects 
of integration. But besides economic and political 
motives, there are, and especially from the 18th to 
20th century expressed, violent (through colonial 

integration, when the "law of the stronger" ruled), 
and military motives of integration. But the sub-
ject matter of this paper will be the dominant eco-
nomic integration motives, and in accordance with 
this, there are four different levels of integration: 
the free-trade zone, the customs union, the common 
market and the economic and monetary community 
or union.
Each of the above levels of integration, from the 
lowest to the highest, results in certain benefits and 
costs of integration, which primarily depend on the 
level of preparedness and development of the coun-
try that enters the integration processes. This means 
that, by default, every aspect of economic integra-
tion will not benefit if the potential member of inte-
gration has not readily entered the integration, with 
the maximum use of comparative advantages, and 
by the prepared internal forces to fight the pressure 
of competition coming from the member states. 
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Therefore, the realization of economic integration 
motives, reflected through the improvement of eco-
nomic activity through increased productivity, in-
novation and technological progress, the mobility 
of production factors, and ultimately more equitable 
distribution of wealth and the growth of the stand-
ard of living of the population, must be supported 
by structural changes and adequate preparation, not 
only for the formal membership, but also for essen-
tial and positive economic integration of the country. 
It is both theoretically and empirically proven that 
the economic integration has positive effects, which 
does not call into question the need for the integra-
tion of countries, but the problem of the will of the 
developed member states  to make the integration 
useful for all members by conducting a just regional 
policy, which will result in a humane and fair distri-
bution of the created wealth, that is, the convergence 
of the states of integration.

METHODS

In this paper, during the research, appropriate scien-
tific-research methods were used: deduction, induc-
tion, synthesis, comparison and dichotomy as a form 
of specialization. Since the research carried out re-
lates to theoretical aspects of economic integration, 
literary materials in the area of economic integration 
as a research base have been used, and appropriate 
research papers and internet sources have been used 
for the purpose of a more detailed theoretical cover-
age of economic integration and their potential ef-
fects.

THE THEORY OF ECONOMIC INTEGRA-
TION

The notion of integration refers to consolidating, or 
connecting smaller entities into a larger system, in 
order to exploit the benefits carried by the functional 
interconnection. However, any kind of democrati-
cally based integration (political, military, economic, 
etc.) does not arise in itself, but is the result of posi-
tive expectations of separate entities in the integra-
tion process, and these expectations are reflected in 
the quantitative and qualitative expected benefits 
of integration. The case study of this paper are the 
economic reasons for integration, which result in 
the creation of economic integration, which, besides 
achieving positive economic results, manifested in 
the improvement of key macroeconomic variables 
of the linking entities, significantly contributes indi-

rectly to achieving other goals. Accordingly, the eco-
nomic reasons for integration and economic integra-
tion stand out as a prerequisite for the success of any 
other form of integration between countries. Bearing 
in mind the above mentioned, there are many defini-
tions of economic integration, and in this paper, two 
definitions given by El-Agra are distinguished:
„Economic integration implies the agreement of 
two or more states on common goals and the pursuit 
of a common policy.“ (El-Agraa, 1982, p. 8)
„Economic integration implies a state or process 
that involves the fusion of individual economies into 
larger regions“ (El-Agraa, 1982, p. 9)
It is important to note that economic integration, but 
also any other, does not necessarily have to be prof-
itable, and that any economic integration does not 
mean improving the value of macroeconomic varia-
bles, on the contrary, negative movements are possi-
ble. The degree to which a country will benefit from 
economic integration depends on its internal readi-
ness to connect and open the borders. This implies 
that the realization of the planned economic integra-
tion goals that can be seen in the increase in GDP due 
to market growth, productivity growth, technological 
improvements, the mobility of production factors, 
innovations, and the improvement of the balance of 
trade balance and current account must be supported 
by structural changes and adequate preparation in-
ternaly, which will be based on an efficient public 
administration, targeting the key sectors on which 
growth is based and maximizing the competitiveness 
of these sectors, by exploiting comparative advan-
tages, favorable business environment and other ele-
ments of the competitiveness of the economy.
Different types of linking countries into specific trad-
ing blocks, regardless of the strength of the estab-
lished link, represent only one part of the overall pro-
cess of the globalization of gainful employment with 
a tendency to create a single world market.2 Theo-
reticians of international economy, including Nobel 
Prize-winning Paul Krugman, argue that total global 
welfare will reach its peak in the event of the remov-
al of all barriers in trade relations between countries, 
which certainly represents one of the strong argu-
ments of the continuation of globalization. 

2This is unlikely to happen, due to the contradictory interests 
of the bearers of the process of globalization (primarily the US, 
China, Russia and the EU), as well as the inability to reach a 
consensus on the paths of globalization, as well as determining 
the leader of the entire process.
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However, the globalization process also has its op-
ponents, who strongly advocate obstruction of the 
entire process, since they consider it to result in an 
uneven distribution of wealth and the loss of national 
sovereignty of individual states, leading them to be 
unable to independently regulate internal issues. The 
uneven distribution of wealth implies that the level 
of well-being measured by GDP p.c. will be at the 
level of the established integration, but that this GDP 
p.c. means the average GDP p.c. at the level of es-
tablished integration, which means that regional de-
velopment disproportions can occur, and the enrich-
ment of certain parts at the expense of others, or the 
concentration of growth in the narrow space, which 
is, of course, theoretically not the aim. In addition 
to the above mentioned, one of the arguments of the 
opponents of globalization is the view that globaliza-
tion will lead to the exploitation of workers in low-
income and developing countries in favor of large-
scale capital from highly developed countries.
The level of economic integration determines the 
strength of the relationship between the integration 
of the associated countries. Cooperation and lib-
eralization of trade between countries can be done 
on a bilateral and multilateral basis. Bilateral trade 
cooperation between countries implies defining the 
terms of trade between the countries covered by the 
bilateral trade agreement, which does not require the 
liberalization of trade. Therefore, the level of liber-
alization of the country is agreed upon depending 
on their development and the development of mu-
tual relations, because in the case of good bilateral 
relations, the more developed country can make cer-
tain concessions to the less developed country (eg 
voluntary limitation of exports, specify a preferen-
tial customs tariff, provided that it is not a member 
of a higher degree of integration by which it would 
transfer those competencies to supranational institu-
tions). Multilateral agreements, too, do not necessar-
ily mean full liberalization of trade, but define the 
trade relationship between several countries, and at 
least three. Economic integration is usually done for-
mally at the multilateral level, and depending on the 
degree of complexity and strength of the connection, 
it can be: a free-trade zone, a customs union, a com-
mon market, an economic and monetary union, and 
a political union.
The free-trade zone is a form of linking countries 
that regulate trade relations between two or more 
countries, which involves the liberalization of trade 
in goods and services (the gradual reduction and 

elimination of customs and non-customs barriers) 
between the free-trade zone countries,and each of the 
Member States retains its discretion to independently 
determine customs tariff  to the countries that are not 
Member States of the zone. The characteristic of the 
free-trade zone is that it is relatively easy to organize 
politically, because of the possibility of retaining the 
right to set tariffs for non-members of the zone, It is 
not difficult to arrange political regulation of mutual 
trade between minimum two countries. However, the 
problem of the free-trade zone lies in the adminis-
trative difficulties of determining the origin of the 
product (adjusted according to: Krugman, Obstfeld, 
Melitz, 2012). For example, assume that a free-trade 
zone was established between Bosnia and Herze-
govina, Serbia and Macedonia. The free-trade zone 
regulates the mutual relations and trade liberalization 
between the members of the zone. Let's also assume 
that Bosnia and Herzegovina has good bilateral re-
lations with Turkey, and consequently applies low 
customs rates on imports of products from Turkey, 
and that Macedonia applies high customs rates on 
imports of products from Turkey. How can products 
from Turkey be found on the Macedonian market? A 
producer from Turkey who wants to place his prod-
uct on the market of Macedonia can make most of the 
products in Turkey, and at a low customs rate export 
them to Bosnia and Herzegovina, and then in Bosnia 
and Herzegovina he can finalize and obtain a certifi-
cate of origin confirming that the product originates 
in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Then, due to the liberali-
zation of trade between Bosnia and Herzegovina and 
Macedonia, which is a consequence of membership 
in the free trade zone, the product will be exported to 
the Macedonian market. The problem occurs at the 
border of Macedonia with the actual determination 
of the origin of products, and the prevention of pos-
sible abuse, especially if the product has a certificate 
of origin of a member country of the free-trade zone. 
An example of a free trade zone is CEFTA 20063.
The customs union is a higher degree of integration 
in relation to the free-trade zone. The specificity of 
the customs union is reflected in the liberalization of 
trade (reduction and abolition of trade barriers) be-
tween the member states of the union and the appli-
cation of the single customs tariff on imports from 
third countries.

3Eng. Central European Free Trade Agreement.
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In this way, a part of the national sovereignty is 
shifted to the integration of the formed institution. 
The customs union solves the problem of determin-
ing the origin of products, given the unique customs 
tariff towards third countries, but it is much more 
difficult to politicaly establish the customs union in 
relation to the free-trade area (adjusted according to 
Krugman, Obstfeld, Melitz, 2012). The reason for 
this lies precisely in the common customs tariff to-
wards third countries. Namely, if we return to the ex-
ample mentioned in the free-trade zone, and suppose 
that the same countries formed a customs union, the 
question arises as to which tariff will apply to imports 
of products from Turkey, considering that we have 
assumed that Bosnia and Herzegovina has good bi-
lateral relations with Turkey and apply low customs 
rates on imports of Turkish products, assuming that 
Macedonia applies high customs rates on imports of 
products from Turkey. It is logical that Bosnia and 
Herzegovina will push for lower, and Macedonia for 
higher customs rates. This problem usually exists at 
the beginning of the formation of a specific customs 
union, and each subsequent member of the customs 
union accepts a customs tariff that has already been 
established, since members of the formed customs 
union set it as a condition for membership in the un-
ion, except if the country claiming to be a member of 
the union is strong at negotiating  and significant for 
the union that a customs tariff may be corrected at its 
request. The example of a customs union is MERCO-
SUR (a customs union in South America).
The next higher level of integration in relation to the 
customs union is the common market. The common 
market implies the economic integration of countries 
that, in addition to free trade between members, also 
includes the freedom of movement of people and 
capital, that is, the factor of production. So, it has 
all the traits of a customs union with the freedom of 
movement of the factors of production and people. 
Increased liberalization aims at improving the posi-
tive effects of integration processes. It is important to 
emphasize that with all the freedoms the equal status 
of all market participants is ensured, that is, a harmo-
nized legislative framework at the level of integration 
guarantees everyone the same rights, but also obli-
gations, regardless of national origin. In this sense, 
this type of integration according to the economic and 
legal order is not different from the arrangement of a 
state, only within the country; we have a single mon-
etary and fiscal policy, and one currency, which is not 
the case in the common market. The best example of 

integration with the features of the common market is 
the Common Market of the European Union.
Fiscal and monetary union is the largest degree of 
economic integration. It implies harmonization of fis-
cal and monetary policies, and a single currency at the 
union level. So, it retains all the properties of the com-
mon market, with the addition of a single monetary 
and fiscal policy. The monetary policy is carried out 
by a joint central bank in coordination with the central 
banks of the member states, and the fiscal policy is 
formed by a joint government at the level of the fiscal 
union. It is important to note that the monetary union 
is ranked by the scale of economic integration below 
the fiscal union, that is, there can be only a monetary 
union, so that the member states of the monetary un-
ion form a fiscal union. In addition to harmonizing 
monetary policy, the fiscal union implies harmoniza-
tion of fiscal policies and harmonization of tax regu-
lations at the level of the whole union. Thus, a mon-
etary union can exist without a fiscal union, that is, 
the rule is to form a monetary and then a fiscal union. 
The monetary union is characterized by the complete 
absence of foreign currency risk, which significantly 
improves the trade relations of the member states. An 
example of a monetary union is the European Mon-
etary Union, while on the territory of Europe we do 
not have a fiscal union.

RESULTS

Potential effects of economic integration 

Economic integration implies the gradual reduction 
and elimination of barriers to trade between countries, 
and the free movement of goods, services, people and 
capital, and in the highest degree of integration and 
the formation of a single central bank, the pursuit of 
a single monetary and fiscal policy. Therefore, by es-
tablishing a stronger link among the participants of 
the integration, certain resulting effects will be caused 
which will be analyzed in this part of the paper.
There are many arguments for free trade, based on po-
tential effects, and the analysis of the costs and bene-
fits of free trade, but the following three are especially 
distinguished (Krugman, Obstfeld, Melitz, 2012):

1.Political argument for free trade
2.Removing the loss of efficiency in production and 

consumption
3.Additional benefits from trade liberalization
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The political argument for free trade, and at the same 
time one can be interpreted as one of the potential ef-
fects of integration, is based on the fact that the state of 
free trade is better than the absence of the same. The 
reason for this lies in the fact that in the case of protec-
tion there will be no protection for economic sectors 
characterized by dynamically growing yields, that is, 
economic sectors that, according to the theory of inter-
national trade, need protection, but the economic sector 
with the strongest political influence will be protected, 
given that the decision on protection is passed by the 
government and the parliament, which, in fact, are rep-
resentatives of political parties. Therefore, free trade 
advocates consider, that it is better to release the free-
trade activity as it will create a better state in relation to 
the situation caused by the politically biased protection 

of the sectors of economy that should not be the subject 
of the same.
The elimination of loss in efficiency in production and 
consumption is an argument of free trade which im-
plies that it is better to secure free trade, as free trade 
will provide greater consumption of products and ser-
vices, which is manifested as an increase in wealth, and 
at the same time it will be achieved and, overall, higher 
production to meet this demand. In other words, the 
introduction of customs increases the price of goods 
which leads to the growth of supply, but at the same 
time there is a decrease in demand and consequently 
consumption of products, which causes a decline in na-
tional well-being. This argument is particularly evident 
in the example of a small country, as shown in the fol-
lowing image. 
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Triangles labeled as distortion of production and dis-
tortion of consumption represent the net cost of intro-
ducing customs in the case of small countries. Given 
that the small country has no impact on the fall in the 
world price of products, there is a rise in prices for 
the entire amount of customs, so that the net effect 
of customs introduction causes a decline in wealth, 
which means that it is better to secure free trade for 
the growth of the welfare of a small country,because 
in this case the losses resulting from the distortion of 
production and consumption will be eliminated.
In addition to the aforementioned integration effects, 
the additional benefits of integration and free trade 
are manifested in the achievement of economies of 
scale, and the possibilities of learning, innovating 
and strengthening competitiveness. Namely, in case 
of existence of protection, production is less efficient 
and high profits are realized, which attracts a lot of 
companies in a protected economy sector, the produc-
tion of each company decreases, which leads to an 

increase in the average cost and, consequently, prod-
uct price growth and the reduction of  welfare of the 
poster. In the case of free trade, only efficient produc-
ers who produce large quantities of products remain 
on the market, they achieve economies of scale, all of 
which lead to a fall in the sales price of products and 
the growth of consumer welfare at the level of inte-
gration. In addition, increased competition at the level 
of integration forces manufacturers to find new ways 
of production, which stimulates product innovation 
and production processes, all for the sake of survival 
in the market, thus ensuring the achievement of the 
most efficient production possible (adjusted accord-
ing to: Krugman, Obstfeld, Melitz, 2012). 
When it comes to establishing a customs union, Jacob 
Vinner performed an analysis of the effects of integra-
tion by defining two effects, of which, according to 
his analysis, it ultimately depends on whether there 
will be welfare growth.Those effects are: the effect of 
trade creation and trade diversion. 
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The effect of trade creation involves the replacement 
of expensive domestic production and / or more ex-
pensive imports from the rest of the world,with im-
ports from a Member State of the Union. In order to 
create a clearer picture, we will explain this in the fol-
lowing example. Suppose that Bosnia and Herzego-
vina produces potatoes at a price of 2 KM / kg, Serbia 
at a price of 1.5 KM / kg and Macedonia at a price of 
1 KM / kg. In the event that Bosnia and Herzegovina 
has high customs rates on imports of potatoes from 
these countries, resulting in a higher price of import-
ed potato than the domestic price, it will consume its 
potatoes. But if Bosnia and Herzegovina establishes 
a customs union with Serbia, it will import potatoes 
from Serbia at a price of 1.5 KM / kg, thus replacing 
expensive domestic production with imports from the 
member state of the Union, and this effect implies 
the creation of trade, which leads to the growth of 
welfare due to Integration. However, if the customs 
duty on imports from Macedonia and Serbia before 
the creation of the customs union was 0.6 KM / pc, 
Macedonian potatoes in Bosnia and Herzegovina cost 
1.6 KM / pc, while the Serbian potatoes cost 2.1 KM / 
pc, and Bosnia and Herzegovina imports Macedonian 
potatoes at a price of 1.6 KM / piece, without taking 
into account other costs. By establishing a customs 
union with Serbia it would be cheaper for Bosina 
and Herzegovina to import potatoes from Serbia at 
the price of 1.5 KM / piece, because there is no cus-
toms duty. But in this case, the well-being of Bosina 
and Herzegovina will not increase, since 0.6 KM / 
pc was the customs revenue that remained in Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, and Bosnia and Herzegovina pays 
1.5 KM / pc to Serbia and the total amount of money 
goes to Serbia, while in Macedonia only 1 KM / pc 
was paid. This effect is known as the trade diver-
sion effect and implies a decline in the welfare of the 
country by membership in the customs union.

The theory of optimal currency area and mone-
tary integration

The question of establishing a higher level of inte-
gration of the countries in relation to the established 
common market, in order to continue the further ab-
sorption and increase the positive effects of intercon-
nection, after World War II, initiated a debate on mon-
etary convergence of the countries associated with the 
common market. Everything started with the work of 
Milton Friedman in 1953, entitled "The Case for Flex-
ible Exchange Rates", which analyzes the method of 
potential monetary integration of countries, whether 

through a fixed or floating exchange rate, or wheth-
er to introduce a common currency, and hence, this 
work is the basis for further research of the monetary 
integration. 
After considering Friedman's monetary integration, 
the first author who laid the foundations and first 
mentioned the theory of the optimal currency area, 
as a theory that should answer the question for which 
regions or region it is desirable to introduce a single 
currency or fix foreign exchange rates, and to have a 
unique monetary policy, and on the basis of a cost-
benefit analysis, was R.A. Mundell with his Theory 
of Optimum Currency Areas in 1961. After Mundell, 
there were R. I. McKinnon with the work of "Opti-
mum Currency Areas" in 1963 and P. Kennen in 1969. 
In order to designate certain regions or countries as 
monetary integrated as an optimal currency area, it 
is necessary to ensure full employment, low inflation 
rate and balance in the balance of payments. There are 
several different definitions of the optimal currency 
area, and below are two definitions that best and most 
accurate describe the optimal currency area:
"... a region for which it is optimal to have its own 
currency and its own monetary policy; A region that 
is not even so small and open that it would be better 
to tie its currency to its neighbors, nor so great that it 
would be better to split it into sub-regions with differ-
ent currencies "(Caves, Frankel, Jones, 2012)
" 'Optimum' has been used here to describe a opti-
mal currency area in which monetary and fiscal poli-
cies and flexible foreign exchange rates can be used 
to provide the best solution (sometimes conflicting) 
of three tasks: (1) maintaining full employment; (2) 
maintenance of balanced international payments; (3) 
maintaining a stable, internal, average price level 
"(McKinnon, 1963).
Developing the Optimal Currency Area Theory,  
Mundell explains how to solve asymmetric shocks in 
the event of a currency area and in the case of dif-
ferent countries with national currencies that are not 
fixed. If we had the case of countries with different 
national currencies and separate monetary policies, 
demand shocks in one of these countries would have 
to be amortized in monetary co-ordination with an-
other country. What does this mean? Before changing 
the supply and demand relationship, both countries 
are in balance. A decline in demand in one country, 
caused by a rise in demand for products from another 
country, leads the first country to a deficit situation, 
and causes unemployment to rise, and leads to a sur-
plus of the other country and causes the emergence of 
inflation.
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This would imply that the first country, due to the re-
duction in domestic demand and the balance of pay-
ments deficit, must address the problem of unemploy-
ment growth in the help of another country. If the 
central bank of the affected country would lead an ex-
pansive monetary policy, thus depressing the national 
currency, this would increase the export competitive-
ness of the deficit country, which would compensate 
for the decline in domestic demand by exporting 
products to another country, provided that the other 
country, which is in oversupply, does not reduce the 
inflation by the decline in credit activity, or restrictive 
monetary policy. If there is a lack of a cooperative ap-
proach from the beneficial country, a deficit country 
would pay the caused  shock with increased unem-
ployment. This would mean that in order to solve the 
unemployment and inflation problem it is desirable 
that the two countries with different national cur-
rencies have a fluctuating exchange rate in order to 
make economic stabilization in case of asymmetric 
shocks. If, in any case, the above-mentioned asym-
metric shock occurred within the countries associated 
with the monetary union, the resolution of the unem-
ployment problem would be exclusively within the 
competence of the central bank and the willingness 
of the associated countries to solidarity, as the expan-
sive monetary policy would solve the unemployment 
problem in a shocked country or region, but it would 
cause inflation in a region that is not affected by the 
asymmetric shock. If there are symmetrical shocks in 
the case of monetary union, the problem is solved by 
adjusting the foreign exchange rate to the rest of the 
world. Lastly, Mundell believes that for the full func-
tioning of the currency area is necessary to ensure full 
labor mobility in order to, on the one hand, redundant 
workforce in the country in which demand is falling, 
migrate in a country with a surplus of demand, on 
the other hand, provided that the other country can 
produce the products for which the demand in the 
first country has fallen. Such a method of resolving 
shocks, in fact, is an alternative to monetary interven-
tions, as labor migration would solve the problems 
of inflation and unemployment, but it is important to 
note that short-term shocks, due to migration costs, 
can not lead to migration, but also that these shocks 
must be resolved by monetary interventions. Since 
Mundell was the first to emphasize the importance of 
labor mobility in a monetary union, and thus found 
the theory of optimal currency areas, the criterion of 
labor mobility is called Mundell's criterion: "Opti-

mum currency areas are those within which people 
move with ease“(Boldvin, Viploš, 2010).
Significant contribution to the development of the 
theory of optimal currency areas was given by R.I. 
McKinnon, who, for the analysis of the optimal cur-
rency area, takes the degree of openness of the econ-
omy, that is, the volume of foreign trade. His analysis 
shows that a country that has a higher proportion of 
goods that are internationally viable or that are the 
subject of international exchange should be used by 
a fixed exchange rate, because in the case of a fluc-
tuating exchange rate, due to the shocks that cause 
the change in the exchange rate, this change would 
significantly affect the price stability and could cause 
disturbances in the balance of payments. This is par-
ticularly significant for a small country that has a 
large percentage of goods that are the subject of in-
ternational exchange, since that country can not in-
fluence the movement of prices, and therefore, the 
inclusion of a small open economy in the currency 
area is proposed. On the other hand, a large economy 
with a small share of goods that are the subject of in-
ternational exchange will not appreciably experience 
currency exchange rate disturbances in the balance of 
payment and price stability on the domestic market, 
and therefore it is proposed to use the fluctuating ex-
change rate, and eventual disruptions in the balance 
of payments can be corrected by a small reduction in 
consumption. If there are several countries that are 
open to trade, competition will create the price of the 
product, and in the mutual relationship lead to price 
equalization, so that the real exchange rates towards 
the rest of the world are identical for both countries, 
which means that for these countries it is more con-
venient to create an optimal currency area. Bearing 
in mind the above mentioned, the criterion that em-
phasizes the openness of economies for creating an 
optimal currency area is called McKinnon's criterion: 
"Countries that are very open to trade and to a large 
extent trade with each other form an optimal currency 
area“ (Boldvin, Viploš, 2010).
Peter Kenen of Princeton University continued to up-
grade the optimal currency area theory. His contribu-
tion to the development of this theory is reflected in 
the introduction of a new criterion for the success and 
efficient functional functioning of the currency area, 
which is the diversification of production. Namely, 
Kenen believes that asymmetric shocks result in neg-
ative economic effects, and arise because countries or 
regions produce a variety of products. 
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Therefore, if the countries or regions in question have 
a diversified economic structure, diversify produc-
tion, occasional asymmetric shocks will not cause 
significant adverse effects, since negative effects can 
be annoyed by redirecting resources to other related 
industries on the one hand, and there will be no need 
for monetary interventions if countries have similar 
products, since each country will be approximately 
equally affected by these shocks, so that they will 
suffer losses equally, on the other hand. For the suc-
cess of the currency area, it is also necessary to meet 
this criterion, which according to Kenen was named 
Kenen's criterion: "Countries that have wide diversi-
fied production and exports and which have a similar 
structure form an optimal currency area“ (Boldvin, 
Viploš, 2010).
In addition to the aforementioned economic criteria, 
certain political criteria need to be fulfilled for the 
formation of the optimal currency area, as well (ad-
justed: Boldvin, Viploš, 2010):
1.Transfer criterion: countries that agree to help 

each other in the event of negative shocks form an 
optimal currency area;

2.Criterion of Homogeneity of Preference: Member 
States of the currency union should have a broad 
consensus on how to deal with shocks and

3.Solidarity criterion: When a common monetary 
policy raises a conflict of national interest, the 
countries that make up the currency area must ac-
cept costs in the name of a common fate.

Forming an optimal currency area with it has certain 
significant advantages, but if it is formed between 
countries with a lack of real convergence, it can also 
cause negative effects. The most important advan-
tages of inclusion in the currency area are reflected 
in the following: increasing allocative efficiency due 
to the elimination of the exchange risk, and reduced 
risk coverage costs can result in increased interna-
tional exchange and integration; Removing, partially 
or completely, the exchange risk may reduce inter-
est rates on those markets where the exchange risk 
premium was included in the interest rate; The pos-
sibility of financing the deficit of the balance of pay-
ments with the local currency due to its convertibility, 
without the need to earn foreign exchange; Reduction 
of transaction costs; Some countries by entering the 
monetary union can achieve credibility as a result of 
abandoning their own monetary policy and their own 
currency (in this way it is possible to reduce the high 
rate of inflation in these countries); Reduced rela-
tive price variability (this argument is valid only if 

the prices of some commodities are more sensitive to 
the change in the exchange rate, and in the case of its 
fluctuation, they are fluctuated); Less susceptibility to 
speculative attacks (Hallwood, MacDonald, 2000).
The shortcomings that can be associated with access-
ing the currency area are reflected in the following 
(Koški, 2002):
1.If inflation is not stopped or the country approaches 

the currency area with an overestimated domestic 
currency rate, it can enter a period of high unem-
ployment and reduced economic growth; 

2.Relatively low-income countries can attract mainly 
direct low-value investments, while for high-income 
countries, the opposite is true. U odsustvu deviznog 
kursa izlaz mogu biti samo međuregionalni trans-
feri. This means that due to the diversity of econom-
ic structures, countries are exposed to asymmetric 
shocks;

3.Withdrawal from inflation that can contribute to the 
reduction of public debt (if it is not indexed); 

4.Monetary policy of the Union can be set up so that it 
does not gratify all members, as with interest rates, 
neither with the exchange rate. Furthermore, there 
is a problem of division of emission gain (seignior-
age). 

If we collectively look at the foregoing conditions 
for the existence of an optimal currency area, we 
can rightly ask whether the optimal currency area is 
only a theoretical model, and whether it is possible 
to create the same. The reason for this lies in the fact 
that in the 21st century we have uneven development 
between certain regions within very small countries, 
and these underdevelopments are also conspicuous in 
large countries, which is the result of domestic politi-
cal pressures on the development of individual parts 
or regions in order to neglect the equal development 
of all regions. This means that if a country is unable 
to meet, first and foremost, the political criteria in its 
territory, it will probably not be ready for consensus 
on the territory of the possible optimal currency area. 
An important condition for an optimal currency area 
is certainly a real convergence, which has not been 
achieved at the national level, which undermines the 
willingness of more developed countries to create an 
optimal currency area, since these countries would 
have to give up certain funds in order to more evenly 
distribute wealth,that is,the reduction of national de-
velopment disproportions. Therefore, the formation 
of a currency area with all the defined criteria between 
several countries is not possible, and the question is 
whether it is possible at the level of one state. 
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All this leads to the conclusion that it is desirable to 
create a monetary union and that these developed 
countries are ready, but with the aim of reducing costs 
and risks in mutual business, and more competitive 
approach to the rest of the world, but the optimal cur-
rency area is still at least on the European soil, far from 
realization.

CONCLUSION

The complete, forward-presented, analysis of eco-
nomic integration, from the aspect of economic pa-
rameters, does not inevitably address the need for 
integration, since in the integrated space there will 
be improvements in the value of macroeconomic pa-
rameters. However, the question is how the dispersion 
of the created wealth will be carried out, and whether 
integration leads to the enrichment of the rich and the 
placing of a less competitive country in the function of 
further development of more developed members of 
integration. It is unlikely that the developed country, 
which enters the integration processes, will advocate 
for a just regional policy. This is supported by the fact 
that the developed countries at a national level do not 
respect the principles of balanced regional develop-
ment, and the question is how is a country going to 
advocate for a fair regional policy on an international 

level when there are regional divergent development 
trends internally. Finally, it is important to conclude 
that any integration does not necessarily mean gener-
ating positive economic results, but that economic in-
tegration can contribute to the economic development 
of a member state if it achieves the appropriate degree 
of competitiveness on the internal plane and takes ad-
vantage of its comparative advantages in the integrated 
space.
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